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About This Content

This DLC for Aerofly FS 2 features over 30 of the best known and most beautiful airports of Switzerland, including Zürich,
Grenchen, Samedan and Birrfeld. Furthermore this DLC features high resolution aerial images of Switzerland with a resolution

of up to 1 meter.

As a special highlight, this DLC also includes the iconic airport Speck-Fehraltorf (ICAO-Code LSZK). This airport, in the
Zürich Oberland, simply called 'Speck' by locals, is being operated by the Zürcher Oberland FGZO club/group. This airport,

close to the Pfäffikersee, features a gras runway with Perfo plates and is very busy, especially in good weather during spring and
summer time. We would like to thank the following people who helped us in getting this airport into the simulator: Fabi Riesen,

Ines Widmer, Daniel Stäubli, Chirstoph Amman and Tino Seitz.
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Switzerland
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IPACS
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 1 GB of RAM

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,German
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rich sound, setting and atmosphere. gun\/melee play is challenging but rewarding. Must eat drink and manage inventory. many
different armor and weapon choices. There are many random drops from enemies. this is around my 10th playthrough and
enemies still drop items i have never seen. You can upgrade your skills as you level up, or choose perks every 3 levels. The story
is written well and it is told maturely. if you enjoy science fiction with fast paced combat and an in depth story with rpg
elements; buy this. If you do not like reading text and not having your hand held in terms of difficulty, you may struggle at first.
I myself give this game 10\/10 now that it is patch v 1.4 ! :). Crashes non-stop. Need to launch steamvr BEFORE you hit play on
Kittypocalypse or audio goes through the primary speakers instead of rift audio (even though the VR video plays through my
headset). If I launch through the oculus dash, I get audio through the rift, but no video in VR (video works fine outside of VR).
If I remember to launch steamvr first AND wait for a while to let that load so that the steam buttom "play in vr" is present
instead of just "play" I get both video and audio, but the game crashes at random times throughout gameplay. Well no...
throughout gameplay would imply that there is gameplay. The game consistently crashes at a random time between the main
menu loading, and the first wave. I've also had the game crash in such a way that I had to reboot before my rift would show
video again.

Context: Rig is a Windows 10 x64, Intel i5-4690, Nvidia 970 EVGA GTX, 32GB of DDR3. Skyrim VR works fine on max
graphics without a hitch. Elite dangerous - system doesn't even break a sweat and runs flawlessly. Neither game requires
launching of SteamVR first or any special ritual, they just play and both were purchased through steam as well. Kittypocalypse -
so far a waste of money and time.. Perfect for couch party!!
addictive gameplay and heavy armored bosses.
it's a lot of fun when playing with friends (throwing stool at each other).

i recomend this game. Great for passing-by time. Have been follow this and its development over the years since version 0.6.0.
A lot of new features and mechanics have been added now, like niche food, detail statistic, marine creatures, etc, although the
basic premise is still the same. It is just mesmerizing to see a world alive and evolve in front of your eyes like watching an
aquarium but with creatures actually changing and reshaping themselves, although most of the time they are still weirdly shaped
potato with legs. You can even test some legit theory of evolution in the game. See how species evolved from isolation, and
island effect, etc. All the way done to genetic level and if you want, investigate the genetic drift over the simulation history. It
has a lot of potential to be not just a simulation game.. 1\/10 Rating

Great concept but it is the same as \u201cNo man\u2019s Sky\u201d to be honest.
This game is horrible in terms of menu function and game play in general. You have no idea what you are doing and you have to
play almost an entire day to unlock the achievements which is insane.

If you are a casual gamer looking to have fun in low budget space then this is the game for you.
If you want something more serious and detailed then \u201cNo man\u2019s Sky\u201d is the game for you.
. rep FalleN
+rep Taz. Great game, kind of a casual rpg, but if you're looking for something that's not so stressful, decent customization, and
basic spells/crafting, look no further.. Never was a fan of tycoons before, but this is just the matter of a theme. Running your
own virtual porn studio is really hard task - you need editing, rent rooms for shooting, looking for actors and analyze (lol, ->
analyze <- ;) ) the market so you can make more money. I recommend this game to refresh your look about these "smart" games
that no one touch because they are "boring". That was fun experience to build my own porn-brand and ruining it because i
decided to hire a lot of ugly actors and made the boring classical porn.
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will not run on my quad win7 system. 8 G memory and a video card with lots of memory.
. Please fix the knowing bugs and update game some new stuff. Awesome game!. halo with unlikable characters, boring combat
and medicore level design. but at least it still looks good. FIVE: Guardians of David is an isometric action RPG based on the
Biblical stories of David’s life starting from a young giant killer’s perspective to an influential leader. The story of David is at
the center of attention right from the start, most of it depicted through comic-book style cut-scenes between the missions and
the rest through scarce dialogue encounters in the game.

Most of the time when you actually bother to pay attention to what the game has to say you get the impression that you are
listening to some kind of a weird Biblical teaching device. Characters are paradoxically soulless, and despite being some of the
most important Biblical figures, they have no personality whatsoever. Representation of that storyline onto the battlefield is even
worse. Missions you venture through will give you absolutely no sense of accomplishment as you literary won’t die. Even if you
do, you will simply take control of some other character from your party of five. Atop of that almost every single mission
objective in the game is a boring fetch quest where you must either destroy, collect, grab or pull something, killing hundreds
along the way.

The player controls a party up to a 5 class-based characters: ranged weapon users, spear wielders, sword and shield fighters.
There is plenty of space for quite a number of collectible gear and weapons on the shoulders of five men you control, which
unfortunately makes no difference due to the fact that such a casual combat doesn’t require you to even bother with comparing
or even collecting new gear. You slice through hordes of enemies like knife through butter any give weapon.

There is no deapth or high quality here, not by any means a Diablo–style action RPG clone. FIVE: Guardians of David is simply
a below average game for a below average player. On the other side FIVE being a “Bible Game,” doesn’t bring much of anything
to the table other than slaying people by thousands, while promoting some kind of twisted morality through the comic-book
cutscenes. Levels are entirely linear and narrow corridors, with some kind of and open space usually associated to a boss battle
(which you can’t lose, as you respawn over and over again). Leveling-up is done collectively by group and new abilities are auto-
assigned by the game, though these can be modified.

I really cannot reccommend FIVE to anyone. Fans of action RPGs have literally dozens of better games to choose from. Price
of 22,99$ is ridiculous for the content you get. Aside from the novelty of the Biblical theme and story, FIVE‘s gameplay ignores
a lot of what has been a standard in the genre for quite some time. Such important gameplay aspects as strategic groups, tactics
and propper character development are nowhere to be found here. With its bleek heroes and dumb enemies FIVE: Guardians of
David is something not worth your time or money.

Disclaimer: Key was provided by developer for testing the game and for review purposes only

FULL REVIEW[pcgamesnnews.wordpress.com]
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